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Put your first 15 words in ABC order.
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2-

9-
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1- 2- 3-

Words with short i and shour u

1.  citizen

2.  witness

3.  awful

4.  conduct

5.  suggestion

6.  decision

7.  disagree

8.  success

11. hectic

12. results

13. opinion

14. inquire

15. interrupt

9.  submit

10. establish

Sort your first 15 words by same first letter.

 Highlight 
yellow all 

the  
short i 
words.            

Highlight 
orange all 

the  
short u 
words.

a   b   c   d   e   f   g   h   i   j   k   l   m   n   o   p   q   r   s   t   u   v   w   x   y   z

could have should have

would have might have
Watch-Out Words!
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Which three words have a hard c sound?

Which word begins with the prefix dis-, which means "not" or "opposite of"?

Which word ends with the suffix -ful, which means "full of"?

Use the "Watch-Out Words" to fill in the blanks to make the sentences correct.

We _______________ seen a movie, but we went to the zoo.                 
We _______________ changed our minds when we saw the dark clouds.     
We _______________ stayed dry if we had gone to the movies.                  
It _______________ been a bad day, but it didn't rain too hard.

2- 3-

Watch-Out Words!

7-
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4-

might have

2-syllable words

5.  suggestion 10. establish 15. interrupt

could have should have

1- 2- 3-

7-

Which three words have a soft c sound?

3.  awful 8.  success 13. opinion

5- 6-

3-syllabe words

4.  conduct 9.  submit 14. inquire

would have

1.  citizen 6.  decision 11. hectic

2.  witness 7.  disagree 12. results


